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Articular cartilage injuries have been treated in multiple ways: 
History 
1743 – William Hunter 

1934 – Burman MS, Finkelstein H & Mayer L 
1941 – Magnuson PB 

1959 – Pridie KH 
1979 – Ficat RP, Ficat C, Gedeon P & Toussaint JB 
1986 – Johnson LL 

 
Contemporary 

The first Autologous Chondrocyte Implantation (ACI) it was described by 
Lars Peterson & Mats Brittberg and the first surgical procedure was carried 

out on October 1987. The first clinical results of the pilot 23 patients 
operated on was presented in NEJM in October 1994 (1). 
First and Second Generation ACI with cells in implanted as a suspension 

under a periosteal membrane or a collagen membrane. Good long-term 
results at up to 20 years (224 patients) was obtained. The 73.5% of 

patients still doing well at mean 12.8  years post surgery.  
Then, the Third Generation ACI with Cells on a Carrier or Seeded in a 
Scaffold was performed. Today, 25 year’s later, the author is using 

Hyalograft-C (Anika therapeutics). The 90% of the patients can be treated 
transarthroscopic even for large chondral and osteochondral defects. 

 
Two-Step Procedures (2) 
1) Biocar II: Autologous Chondrocytes harvested arthroscopically are 

cultured with autologous human serum and a cell growth factor FGF 2V1 
2) Matrix-induced ACI (MACI): Cartilage is harvested from a non-weight-

bearing region, sent for chondrocyte isolation, proliferation and selding into 
a biodegradable scaffold MACI’S implant consists of a purified and cell-free 
porcine colagen I/III membrane 

3) Cartipatch (Lyon): Is another 3-Dimensional scaffold that requires 
arthroscopic cartilage harvest, laboratory isolation and culture and follow-

mini-arthrotomy Cartipatch’s chondrocyte suspension scaffold consits of an 
agarese-alginate hidrogel 

4) NeoCart: Is a bovine type I Collagen 3-Dimensional honey-comb Matrix. 
The seeded implant is further processed in a Bioreactor 
5) Condrocelet (Tigenix Belgium): Is a unique cell-based cartilage repair 

technique that uses a procedures called characterized chondrocyte 
implantation (CCI). With CCI a gene expression score is used when isolating 

and expanding the autologous chondrocytes in a laboratory 
 
Single-Step Procedures (3) 

1) Cartilage Autograft Implantation System: Represents another type of 
advanced generation ACI. In a single procedure, hyaline cartilage is 

 



arthroscopically harvested from a non-weight-bearing area. The cartilage is 

uniformly dispersed into a biodegradable scaffold which is made of 35% 
polycaprolactone and 65% polyglycolic acid reinforced with a polydioxanone 

mesh. 
The authors concluded that CAIS is safe, feasible and effective for the 
treatment of focal chondral defects. 

3) DeNovo (Natural Tissue Graft): The graft is derived from articular 
cartilage allograft. DeNovo is not required to be preapproved for clinical use 

by the FDA. Regulations for humman tissue products and the American 
Association of Tissue Bank (AATB) 
 

Author’s single-step procedure: 
Novel autologous growth factors-based matrix with cartilage chips for full-

thickness defects: surgical implantation of an autologous-based matrix of 
hyaline cartilage chips combined with a clot of plasma poor in platelets and 
intraarticular injection of plasma rich in growth factors. This treatment 

enhanced chondrogenesis and regenerated hyaline cartilage at 6 months 
with nearly normal macroscopic ICRS assessment. Histological analysis 

showed equivalent structure to mature cartilage tissue in the defect and a 
collagen expression pattern in the newly formed cartilage similar to that 

found in adjacent healthy articular cartilage (4,5) 
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